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Abstract

To maneuver is to design. As a multilingual graphic
designer, I maneuver across different languages and
their respective scripts. My work invites my audience
to take a leap with me into unknown languagescapes.
Through sampling, analyzing similarities and
differences, switching applications and contexts,
challenging functions, inserting and overlaying
recognizable visual systems as well as combining
disparate language scripts, I become a guide for
my audience, assisting them, regardless of mother
tongue, to attain a degree of understanding when
faced with an unfamiliar language.
My thesis asserts the critical role graphic designers play
in demystifying and cracking language barriers. Every
graphic designer is equipped with his or her own set of
language skills. Combined with the understanding of
a culture and environment, graphic designers traverse
languagescapes to promote a closer affinity between
their audience and a particular language.

Opposite: Portraits of Unicode, various
forms. From the series Portraits of Unicode.
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I Do Not Have A Significant Object In My Life

In the midst of this thesis process, I realized that I
own few material possessions. My travel experiences
have taught me to pack lightly. In fact, I arrived in the
United States of America with only the bare necessities,
knowing that I would move around a lot during my
stay here. When asked to name a significant object that
I possess, I was at a loss. What came to mind rather
was a skill. I carry the skill of communicating in multiple
languages: English, Mandarin Chinese and Japanese,
a smattering of Chinese dialects (Cantonese and
Hokkien) and Malay.
Rather than amass physical possessions, I cherish
language experiences. These intangible possessions
define my existence and expand my capacity to interact
with different groups of people wherever I travel. Every
encounter hinges on language. The ability to speak and
write more than one language script provides a range
of choices for expressions. Should one language fail me
in unexpected situation, I have the option of another
language for communication.

To learn more about Singapore’s education
policies on languages, refer to the article
Do You Speak Singlish? in the appendix.
Opposite: A safety sign set in all four official
languages of Singapore.

Singapore English is based on British
English, retaining its spelling and grammar.

Language acquisition began in the context of my
multilingual household where both of my parents spoke
different languages in different contexts. This extended
into my education where, under Singapore’s education
system, I had to learn English as my first language and
Mandarin Chinese as second language. Furthermore, the
four official languages of Singapore—English, Mandarin
Chinese, Malay and Tamil, can be seen on street signage
and heard in every day of my life.
While in America, I have adapted my British English
to an American setting— changing the way I spell or
pronounce certain words. At the same time, I speak
and text in Singlish when communicating with family
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and friends back home. The perpetual switching and
blending of languages within me compels me to share
my experience as a multilinguist with my audience.
Throughout this thesis, my work is often challenged
and questioned: Is the work just experimentation in
form? Why the use of Chinese and Japanese characters?
What is the main motivation of the work and how is
this graphic design?
To me, the answers seem obvious. I process different
languages almost simultaneously. Therefore it is only
logical that I attempt to visualize language mixture
through graphic means. This simultaneous language
mixture is akin to the illusion of approximating depth
when viewing through a pair of stereoscopic glasses.
The disparate language scripts become the colored
lenses through which language mixture can be achieved.
My thesis work serves to construct operational lenses
so that my audience experiences language mixture on
their own, gaining insight and discovering their own
affinity with new languages and scripts.

Opposite: Train station signs in Singapore
are typeset in at least two different
languages. Shown here is the station name,
Tiong Bahru, in Tamil and English.

In this book, Chinese and Japanese
characters are referred to as hanzi and
kanji characters respectively.
There are two types of hanzi: traditional
and simplified. The former is commonly
used in Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan while
the latter is used in China and Singapore.
While they are similar in meaning and
pronunciation, they differ in structure,
shape and stroke count.
Chinese characters adopted for use in
the Japanese writing system are known
as kanji. Superficially, they resemble
traditional hanzi characters.
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Oui,
Je Comprends
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Oui, Je Comprends

David Crow is the author of Visible Signs:
An Introduction to Semiotics in the Visual
Arts. He is currently Dean of the Faculty
of Art and Design and Pro-Vice Chancellor
at Manchester Metropolitan University.

David Crow states, “All that is necessary for any
language to exist is an agreement amongst a group
of people that one thing will stand for another.”
I remember learning my alphabet as a child: “A is for
apple, B is for boy, C is for cat…” Once I understood
this agreement— all English words are created from
these twenty-six letters, English became relatively
easy to learn.
With Mandarin Chinese, however, the learning process
is much more tedious. The fixed configuration of
stroke(s) of each hanzi character is a set of agreement.
And there are thousands of hanzi characters. I can
still recall learning hanzi characters —writing and
rewriting them countlessly, my foolscap pad would
be full of writing impressions from the previous pages
before I got all the strokes right. Due to this laborious
nature, I disliked the language while growing up. What I
did not anticipate at that time was the important role
it would come to fulfill in the learning of my third
language, Japanese.
The Japanese language comprises three scripts, kanji,
adopted hanzi characters from Mandarin Chinese script,
and two syllabic scripts — hiragana and katakana. The
forty-six characters of each syllabic script correspond
directly to each other and represent the exact same
sound in the Japanese language. To some extent, they
resemble the uppercase and lowercase letters of
the English alphabet. The terms of agreement for the
Japanese language incorporate that of English and
Mandarin Chinese with one more addition: syllabic
characters correspond to kanji characters as well.
Since the rules of learning kanji and hanzi characters
are identical, having knowledge of Mandarin Chinese
expedited my learning of the Japanese language.
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2
Languages are connected. While learning Mandarin
Chinese, I formed sentences with my dominant English
language first before translating into Mandarin Chinese
or translating Mandarin Chinese sentences into English
so I could understand it better. Through Japanese, I
appreciated Mandarin Chinese — when I stumble upon
kanji characters I am unable to pronounce, I rely on
my proficiency in Mandarin Chinese to figure out the
meaning. Even basic French, a language I am currently
learning, has taught me to understand the concept of
masculine and feminine nouns in Italian.
As I learn new languages, I become aware of similarities
and differences between them and the languages I
know. To learn a language system is to understand its
terms of agreement. Identifying and understanding
these terms of agreement facilitate the learning
process, especially if they are similar to those you
have learnt previously.
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Below: A diagram of the square and
rectangle sections in the calendar.

2014
2014 is a redesign of the Japanese calendar, separating
the days of the week and month of the year into two distinct
sections—a square and a rectangle.

The Japanese language uses a mixture of two kana scripts
and kanji characters. While kanji may appear familiar
to Chinese speaking audience, their meanings and uses
have since evolved. Despite its complexity, this language
barrier can be overcome by referencing the simple system
of counting — one can recognize the day of the week and
month of year through the position of the red indicators in
relation to the other outlined boxes or columns respectively.
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Right: Close-up photo of calendar
revealing the Japanese traditional name
of October in kanji and hiragana.
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Above: Month of March.
Below: Month of April.
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Below: Month of June.
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Above: Month of July.
Below: Month of August.
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Above: Month of September.
Below: Month of October.
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Above: Month of November.
Below: Month of December.
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Left: Red square positions itself in
the month of October and reveals its
corresponding hanzi numeral.

Each month of the calendar is printed on an individual sheet.
As each month is replaced, a red square slides its position
along the twelve rectilinear columns in the rectangle section.
The black rectilinear column unveils the current month in
hanzi numerals and its traditional name in kanji and hiragana.
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Right: System for deducing the day of the
week. Kanji names of Thursday, Friday and
Saturday are seen here.

The square section contains the dates in Arabic numerals with
weekends expressed in red. Monday through Sunday are
written in kanji characters. Below each kanji character lays
six tiny outlined rectangles and a red colored rectangle.
The day of the week is indicated by the position of the red
tiny rectangle among the six other outlined rectangles:
Monday has the first rectangle filled with red while Sunday
has the last.

day
kanji

mon TUE WED THU FRI sat sun
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Color Languagescapes
Color Languagescapes is an effort to convey my experience
of multilingualism. The minimalist approach draws upon
the similarities between additive color mixing and language
mixing. This film codes the additive colors red, green,
blue to Japanese, Mandarin Chinese and English language
respectively. As the languages blend, as it so happens
frequently in speech or text, so do the colors on screen to
cyan, magenta, yellow and eventually white.
This film offers a view on how I process languages.
This perspective evolved from my experience while working
in the studio — overhearing conversations in English,
sometimes Mandarin Chinese, while listening to songs in
Japanese or other languages on my earphones.

Still frame: Red to yellow. Mandarin
Chinese is heard over a Japanese (red)
song in the film, creating an aural
mixture (yellow) of two languages.
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Still frame: Green to blue to cyan.
Conversations in English (blue) is heard
over a Mandarin Chinese (green) song,
creating an aural mixture (cyan).
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Still frame: Magenta to Red. Audio in
Japanese (red) continues to play in the film
as the aural mixture (magenta) of English
and Japanese comes to an end.

Bottom row, left to right: Screenshots of
website in yellow, cyan and magenta colors.

This project has since transitioned into a website in which
the cursor is hidden. Three specific zones within the website
are linked to radio stations of different languages — bbc
World Service for English, Singapore’s yes 93.3fm for Mandarin
Chinese and an online station for Japanese. When the
user’s cursor hovers over one zone, audio in one language is
played and its corresponding color fills the entire browser.
Likewise, when the cursor hovers over areas where two or
three zones overlap, audio in a mixture of two or three
languages is played and the corresponding color mixture fills
the entire browser.
The user becomes an active participant with languages as he
or she navigates through the different color languagescapes.
The experience mimics our daily exposure of different
language encounters.
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Top row, left to right: Screenshots of
website in red, green and blue colors.
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To the untrained ears, white is distracting and relegated
to undecipherable noise. For someone who understands all
of these languages, however, white is the default color to
operate in, allowing opportunities to write, speak and hear
different languages at any moment.
Kenya Hara is the author of Designing
Design and White. As a designer, he
emphasizes the design of both objects
and experiences. In addition to being
MUJI’s art director, he is a Professor at
Musashino Art University in Japan.

Left, continuing from previous page:
Screenshot of website in white. White is the
mixture of all colors. It is achieved when
the cursor hovers over the area where all
three zones overlap. Audio from all three
languages can be heard at the same time.

Kenya Hara states, “White is a synthesis of all colors and, at
the same time, the lack of color, achromatic. As a color that
escapes color, it is a special one. Put another way, color is
no more than a single aspect of white.” Languagescapes are
similar to the spectrum of white light — the more languages
you could identify, the more colors you are able to observe.
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Cheap
fearless
cookies
die
twice.

Fearless Cookies
In Syntactic Structures, Noam Chomsky argues that the
grammar of a language is a theory of that specific language.
He searches for an empirical way to construct this theory.
One of his findings reveals that grammar is independent of
semantics or meaning. To prove his point, Chomsky
proposes the rules of ‘phrase structure’ to demonstrate
how an English sentence can be grammatically correct
yet illogical at the same time: “Colorless green ideas
sleep furiously.”

Noam Chomsky is an Institute Professor
and Professor of Linguistics (Emeritus) at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
His work Syntactic Structures has become
the foundation for the scientific study
of language.

The rules of ‘phrase structure’ operate by having the
parts of speech in a particular order — adjective, adjective,
noun, verb followed by an adverb.
Based on these rules, a web generative tool was created.
Fearless Cookies is a series of three websites that allow
users to create their own nonsensical yet grammatically
correct sentences. Each hover over a part of speech
on the website reveals a word that is randomly generated
from its source text. Samples of texts are taken from
three distinct literary sources: a recipe book, a biological
text and a book on mythology.
This project reveals how a set of rules can produce a
glitch in the English language and alter our perceptions
of the language.
Left: A grammatically correct yet illogical
sentence created by applying the rules of
‘phrase structure’. The words for each part
of speech are arbitrarily selected.
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Above: Screenshot of index page of website.

Below: An adjective is randomly generated
from the website’s source text when user’s
cursor hovers over the part of speech.

Above: An adjective is randomly generated
from the website’s source text when user’s
cursor hovers over the part of speech.

Below: A noun is randomly generated
from the website’s source text when user’s
cursor hovers over the part of speech.
A sentence begins to form.

Below: An adverb is randomly generated
from the website’s source text when user’s
cursor hovers over the part of speech.
The sentence is completed.

Right: Examples of sentences generated
from these websites.
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Above: A verb is randomly generated from
the website’s source text when user’s
cursor hovers over the part of speech.

More
white
weather
filled
away.

Widest
jellylike
life
seen
first.
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Highly
delicate
Beauty
breathes
forth.
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Leaping
Into New
Languagescapes
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Leaping Into New Languagescapes

Languagescapes are often engineered to be seen in a
particular way. The contexts in which they operate
become essential to our understanding of them. Take the
English language as an example — is British English
more English than American English? In both cases,
they are indeed English, yet there are many nuanced
differences in grammar, spelling and pronunciation
between them. For example, “During piano practice,
John practised his piano scales.” A single difference in the
spelling of ‘practice’ differentiates a noun from a verb
in British English. This illustrates that a languagescape
is capable of adapting to numerous contexts.
The Japanese language adopts hanzi characters, known
as kanji in the context of Japanese language, in its
vocabulary. Superficially, some of the kanji characters
look no different from traditional hanzi characters.
However, their original meanings and pronunciations
are often modified to suit the requirements of the
Japanese language — they have been re-contextualized.

An installation of Ahn Sang Soo’s
alpha.to.hiut.

Re-contextualization of languagescape is not new.
Woody Allen’s What’s Up Tiger Lily (1966) removes the
entire audio of a Japanese film, edits and introduces a
new English script. The English language is placed in a
foreign context thereby altering the meaning of the
original system and engendering a new narrative.
The works of Ahn Sang Soo and Christian Dotremont
show how a simple device — changing the orientation of
a character or word can create new language forms and
reading. The former’s alpha.to.hiut plays with the form
and coming together of two separate languages — the
horizontal reading of the Latin letter a becomes the
Korean ‘ㅎ’ (hiut) consonant when flipped vertically.
Similarly, in the latter’s poem, Train mongol, the
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Center: Christian Dotremont’s Train Mongol.

vertical script resembling cursive Chinese or Japanese
writing is in fact French seen from the flip side of a
translucent paper.

Below: Train Mongol as seen in its original
written orientation.

More recently, Internet memes such as the image
macro — an image, often derived from popular media,
overlaid with texts, produces a humorous effect due
to the out-of-context joke. These examples emphasize
the interrelation between languagescapes and contexts.
By altering contexts, I modify the behaviors and,
in turn, I maneuver our understanding of language
systems. My role as a graphic designer is to design
new languagescapes — a welcoming space where my
audience can immerse their senses to observe and
maneuver their way through strange languages without
being overwhelmed or intimidated.
Jhumpa Lahiri states, “I manage to understand and at
the same time I don’t understand. I renounce expertise
to challenge myself. I trade certainty for uncertainty.”
I invite you to take a leap with me and allow me to be
your guide through these languagescapes.

Jhumpa Lahiri is a Pulitzer Prize winning
author. Her latest book, In Other Words,
written entirely in Italian, chronicles her
immersion in the new language.
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Desk Forecast
Weather conditions and the working spaces of our studio
desks share one thing in common — their capricious
nature. In Desk Forecast, I challenge the application of an
established visual system when operating out of the
context it is designed for. As David Crow states, “What this
shows us is that the relationship between the signifier
‘dog’ and the thing signified is a completely arbitrary one.
Neither the sounds nor their written form bears any
relation to the thing itself.” Weather symbols specific to
Japan are re-contextualized, indicating the amount of
clutter, the weather condition, on an individual’s desk on
a particular day.
The weather symbol for a clear blue sky is assigned to
a clean and empty desk. Likewise, a rain symbol indicates
that objects are overflowing from the desks to the floor
or on to the walls of the individual’s space.

Right: Cover of Desk Forecast book.
This view is taken from a window of the
graduate graphic design studio.
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Left and from the previous spread:
Floorplan of the graduate graphic design
studio is overlaid with translucent washi,
Japanese paper, on which weather symbols
are printed. Individual desk is assigned a
number for reference.
Below: The Japanese weather symbols
and their definitions.

Clear blue sky
Sky with differing amount of cloud
cover — fair, scattered clouds, lightly
cloudy, partly cloudy, cloudy, mostly
cloudy and nearly overcast
Overcast
Fog
Unknown conditions
Rain

Right: Weather symbol for a clear blue sky
printed on washi.
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Below: Photographs of desks in studio.
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Below: A clear blue sky for a clean and
empty desk.
Right: Weather symbol for sky with
differing amount cloud cover printed
on washi.

23
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Below: Sky with small amount of cloud
cover — desk with sparse amount of items.
Right: Weather symbol for an overcast sky
printed on washi.

18
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Below: Surface of desk entirely covered
with objects—an overcast sky.
Right: Weather symbol for foggy sky
printed on washi.
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Below: Desk with screen divider completely
covered indicates that the sky is foggy.
Right: Weather symbol for unknown
conditions printed on washi.

24
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Below: Unstable weather condition — items
on desk in complete disarray.
Right: Weather symbol for rain printed on
washi.

16
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Below: Individual’s clutter extends beyond
the desk surface, signifying a downpour.

32
Above: Back cover of Desk Forecast book.
This view of the window is taken from
within the graduate graphic design studio.
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鬱

Image Languagescapes

Image Languagescapes explores the potency of using
images to assist in the understanding of a language. In this
project, I searched for images of objects on Google that not
only formally resemble each stroke of a kanji character but
also lend themselves to the definitions of that particular
character. The resultant work is both a kanji character and
an assemblage of images.

Melancholy
a lone pylon
empty slide
unused hanger
unoccupied blue chair
fallen feathers
dried leaf
translucent pouch
broken branch
a kanji left behind
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Garden
park bench
garden design plan
stone lamp
hummingbird
tree branch

triangle origami
painted jade egg
calligraphy brushes
bamboo stick
blue porcelain lid
temple roof design
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Beauty

curve rule
bone folders
hammer
olfa blades
utility knife
paper awl
palette knife
push drill
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Craft
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Meal
banana peel
mushrooms
spring onions
bento box
soup ladle
a pair of chopsticks
dried red chilies
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Dr. Mariko Takagi
is a Hong Kong
based typographer,
researcher, author
and designer of
books. She acts as
an intermediary
between Western
and Asian cultures

Writing Systems As Bridging Tools:
Interview with Mariko Takagi

Dr. Mariko Takagi is a Hong Kong based typographer,
researcher, author and designer of books. She acts as an
intermediary between Western and Asian cultures in
general, and between Latin letters and Japanese/Chinese
characters in particular. Typography is her passion, her form
of expression and at the same time her subject of research.
Dr. Takagi moved from Germany to Hong Kong in 2010.
This move from a Latin letter based environment to a
bilingual (Latin letters and Chinese characters) has given
her new inspirations and insights into multilingual
typography culture.
Her work can be viewed on her website *)mikan-mariko
takagi (http://www.mikan.de/).
The following text is an edited transcript of the interview
that took place on April 4, 2016.

For the record, can you tell me about
your background and how many
languages do you speak or understand?

I started first with German, I’m half German and half
Japanese. For the first six years, I spoke only German.
Then I went to a Japanese school. In Düsseldorf, there
is a Japanese school that conducts all its classes in
Japanese. This school follows the Japanese education
system — primary school, six years, secondary school,
three years. I went to that school from the first school
year on. At that time, classes were only offered till
the ninth grade. I then changed to the German system.

Oh, so you switched back to
German again.

I needed to switch back. The other option would have
been that I went to the American school in Düsseldorf.
But my family wanted to have me fluent in both
languages, not only in speaking but also in writing.
So they made the choice that I first attend nine
years of Japanese school, learn how to speak, how to
read and how to write Japanese, and then switch
back to the German system. At the German school,
I needed a third language. I had German, Japanese,
English by that time but they didn’t accept Japanese
as a second foreign language. Therefore, I needed to
learn French. I learnt French for two years, I think, and
graduated. So this is my school background.
I had a year where I did an internship and travelled
before going to university — I started with a private one
in Düsseldorf, then changed to be able to specify
more in typography and information design. So I went
to Münster where I studied under Professor Hartmut
Brückner, who is a specialist in information design, book
design and typography, and graduate there in 2001.
I started teaching almost one year later. My professor
from that university asked me to come back to teach,
and from there on I was teaching typography.

While you were still in Germany, was
your typographic work Latin based?

Yes, it was always Latin based. My teaching was
always Latin based as well. But from early on, maybe
1999, I started to take up topics about Japan. I made
pictograms explaining the Japanese table manners to a
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Bottom left and opposite:
Pictograms from Dear Aliens.

German readership and then later on, I made a book
out of it. My other project was a book about Japanese
handcrafted papermaking. So I started quite early
to talk about Japan, in this case, the cultural aspects
that were not so well known in Germany. There were
a lot of stereotypes. So I made it a mission to talk about
Japanese culture, Japanese tradition and aesthetics,
and making use of books to convey this message.

You are referring to Dear Aliens?

Yes, Dear Aliens was the first one. This started as a
university project and was published after the paper.
After awhile, some time in 2006 or 2007, I started
to think that maybe there should be more. I thought it
would be a good way to connect two things together,
to research about typography, to use it as a subject.
I searched for a university where I could do a PhD and
started in 2008. It was mainly on the Japanese writing
system and Japanese typography.

This was in Hong Kong?

No, I started it in Germany at the Braunschweig
University of Art for my PhD. Then I got the position
as an Assistant Professor in Hong Kong in 2010. But I
wanted to finish my PhD so I carried on working on this
and finished writing in 2012. I graduated that year.
However, I started the Hanzi Graphy project earlier,
before finishing my doctorate thesis. Being in Hong
Kong, I thought I wanted to study more about Chinese
characters. Before that, I looked at the system of kanji
but it was mainly thinking in the Japanese context.
I carried on this project in the framework of my work

at the Academy of Visual Arts, Hong Kong Baptist
University, hkbu. I thought it would be a very good
way to connect what I have done before and going
deeper in certain aspects. This was in 2011. I finished
the project in 2013 before I went to Reading and
published it with a delay in 2014.

In the introduction of Hanzi Graphy,
you mentioned that you could
recognize the Chinese characters but
could not speak them. Having lived
in Hong Kong for a few years now, have
you mastered that language or
managed to speak simple Cantonese?

Baby simple Cantonese. One problem in Hong Kong
is that as a foreigner, you are not very encouraged
to speak Cantonese. There is no strong need to speak
Cantonese to survive. For example, in the framework of
the university, I should not use Cantonese. Even if I
would have been fluent in Cantonese, I should not use it.
This is the policy at hkbu. When we talk to students we
need to speak in English. So even if I learnt Cantonese it
would have been difficult to use it.
I also had the problem of not being able to hear the
differences in tones. I can remember the words but I
cannot pronounce them properly. Saying my own
street name, on which I have lived for five years, is
sometimes really difficult because either the taxi
drivers don’t want to understand me, or they can’t
understand me. In the languages that I have learnt
before, for example, German, Japanese or English, or
even French, we do not change the tones so much.
They are all very monotone languages. You raise your
voice if you want to ask a question, or if you want to
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Below and opposite:
Spreads from Hanzi Graphy. The book
compares the microtypography of Chinese
and Japanese characters with the Latin
alphabet, with the aim of demystifying the
characters and languages.

stress something. But you do not use the different tones
to say another word. This concept is quite difficult to
me. And if you are not very musical or not used to the
subtle changes, it’s very difficult to learn, I think.
I tried to learn, or I wanted to learn Cantonese in
Germany before I came to Hong Kong, but no classes
were offered. You could take Mandarin, and in fact I
took two weeks of very intensive classes in Mandarin.
After two weeks I thought if I really work hard, I could
manage it. But there was no use, I couldn’t get deeper
into it. Then there’s also the other works. I think if
you really want to learn the language, you can’t just do
it as a side project. You must focus on that for a while.

I came to know you through a friend
of mine who attended a workshop
you were conducting in Singapore.
Having been to Singapore, have you
heard of Singlish?

Singlish? No. But I would imagine it’s a mix of some
languages and English.

Yes, that is exactly it. Singlish is an
English creole-based language that we
use in Singapore. We readily substitute
English words with their equivalents
in other languages or switch between
languages and dialects when speaking.
I was wondering if you do that yourself
with German, Japanese and English.

1
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スキナ
コトヲ、

Opposite: Gion type specimen displaying
characters of the katakana script.

2

Katakana
The second syllabary of the Japanese writing system is Katakana, which is assigned to non-Chinese loanwords. As Katakana

3

characters were originally radicals of Chinese characters,
they share the same elements and stroke behaviour with Kanji
(Hanzi), with the only difference being the reduced complexity

スキナ
トキニ。

– fewer than four strokes create one character.
In Gion, the simplicity of the stroke and the vertical
stress of the modulation support the coherence between the
shapes of Japanese Katakana and the upper cases of the Latin,
without latinising the Japanese script or ‘japonising’ the Latin
letters. Parallel to the Latin, the Katakana characters convey

4

an open, clear and gentle impression.

1.

5

English is quite interesting because many people are
using English but the fun part I think, is that we
use this language to communicate. For example my
students really hesitate to speak in English because
they say they are not perfect in it and I always need to
tell them that it’s also a foreign language to me, it’s
also not mine. English is simply our way to communicate
with each other. In this way I think English has its
own beauty. There is also Singlish, Chinglish, Dinglish
and Jinglish (Japanese and English), just to name a few.
I had an American colleague who said that after living
in Hong Kong for six years, he had the feeling that
he couldn’t speak English properly anymore because
everyone is using it incorrectly.

The ending of the

cut vertically.

へり
Your typeface, Gion, was designed
while you ヘリ
were in Reading. Would you
6.a

The word ‘bread’ has the same
pronunciation in both Japanese and French.

4.

downstroke to the left is

Kanji.
2.

Good question. I think sometimes I speak, not really
wanting to do it, Dinglish, a mixture of Deutsch
and English. German has some overlapping parts with
English — there are words that are very similar in
pronunciation and spelling. But their meanings have
shifted, so they are not exactly the same. Also for
Japanese, there are interesting examples. There are a
number of loan words, normally written in katakana.
You can easily say, “Okay, this is not a Japanese word.
It must come from another language and it does not
originate from Chinese because all the Chinese loan
words are in kanji.” As a child, I often encountered
the problem where I didn’t know whether a word in
Japanese, which is written in katakana, comes from
English, French or German. It’s quite a dangerous game.
For example, in Japanese, bread is called パン and パン
comes from French — pain. If you don’t know its origin,
it can lead you into a trap — you try to use pain in
English, but no one understands you.

Triangular serif

aligned to the serifs of
Instrokes of the

5.

The cut of the out-

stems refer to the shapes

stroke is 30 degrees.

of the terminals in the

6.

Latin regular.

shapes similar to ‘he’ and

3.

‘ri’ in Hiragana (6.a)

The shape of the stem

Characters with

ending shows a similar

and Katakana (6.b) are

behaviour to the detail in

visually distinguished.

the Latin italic.

6.b

say that was another attempt
at bridging the Latin, Chinese and
Japanese scripts?

Yes, you can say so. It was an experiment.

Were you thinking of that as an
extension of your doctorate thesis?

Japanese Mincho typefaces are equivalent
to serif typefaces.

In a way yes, when I was doing my doctorate, I was
writing about typeface designs and how they match
into the whole system of Japanese typography.
Choosing some styles for typeface can enhance or
strengthen a certain stereotype, or stereotypical
interpretation of a design. So I started to think about
studying typeface design — to have an idea of what it
is and how cultural identities influence a typeface or
if it is possible to put a certain cultural identity into
a design. This was one step to deepen my knowledge.
It was very interesting. For example, if you have a
modern typeface, how can you implement the style
into kanji, hiragana or katakana, and at the same
time, the Latin? Mincho is often compared to modern
style but if you look at the hiragana and katakana
design, they came from brush strokes. They are almost
calligraphic in style. They do not follow the Mincho
style, which is upright and static, a very rational
design. The hiragana and katakana characters follow
a completely different design idea. So my concept
was to try to blend it all together — not to make them
all look similar, but to find solutions to show one
idea of a design in four different script styles.

ないしょだよ
1

2
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Below: Gion type specimen displaying the
same character in traditional hanzi (top),
kanji (middle) and simplified hanzi (bottom)
scripts. Differences can be found between
these three characters.

ひみつだよ
すこしだけ
3

4

Did it take you a long time to finish
that typeface?

ぼくは

Going back to Hanzi Graphy, could
you briefly describe your process of
doing it? Was part of the research
from the doctorate thesis?

I don’t regard it as finished. For me it’s unfinished. I
think I will go back to it one day, maybe after June this
year or so.

5

くるって
いるよ。
6

Above: Gion type specimen displaying
characters of the hiragana script.

Well, creating a typeface for Japanese
or Chinese is also difficult because
there are so many more characters
to design.

Yes, not only that, in Latin letters, you have only a
maximum of four strokes. If you look at Chinese
characters, you have quite a number of strokes. It is said
that the most complicated one has sixty-four, but if
you look into the dictionary, they go up till thirty-four
or thirty-three strokes. So not only the number of
characters, but also the complexity of each character is
a challenge. It is very difficult to bring in a certain
rhythm or maintain a certain grey tone as you have a
character with only one stroke and then another
with over thirty strokes. That is only one of the cases
that makes the whole process very complex. Another
challenge is the difference in the outlines of the three
Japanese scripts. Katakana and kanji are angled.
But hiragana characters are extremely rounded, almost
like lower cases. These differences also add to the
complexities and complications in connecting these
very round characters, which show a very strong
flow, in combination with this rather upright, static
and complex characters.

�
綺麗
绮
1

2

3

4

5

Yes, part of it. For the doctorate thesis I only talked
about the possibilities of comparing the German and
the Japanese classification model but I didn’t make any
new suggestions. I just looked at what’s there. I didn’t
make a suggestion on how to combine the two together,
and give space to include Latin letters as well as kanji
into the system. So this is something that I went
further and deeper in Hanzi Graphy. I also explained
the body parts of kanji or hanzi more precisely and
in-depth than my doctorate thesis. For Hanzi Graphy
I wanted this to become a standalone topic because
I know from my research, there were a lot of
contradictions in naming the elements.

Kanji and Hanzi

As well as the Sino-Japanese ch

provides traditional and simpl

Another very important thing for me was to explain
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Below and opposite: Installations and
visuals from Hanzi Graphy exhibition.

characters. Indeed, you can make them look similar
to a picture, however as writing they are not. This is
my current research and I think there is quite a lot of
opportunities and the need to talk about this.

What is the biggest lesson you
have learnt from the publication and
exhibition of Hanzi Graphy?

This is a very difficult question. I learnt something new
each time people talked about it and told me how they
saw it. Nowadays, the world is shrinking — people are
getting closer to each other and everything is available
online. Getting information on foreign languages,
cultures, and writing systems is very easy. But I think
what’s very important is to use writing systems
as a bridging tool — to connect to other cultures and
understand that all writing systems have their own
beauty, they have their own problems, they have their
own advantages as well as disadvantages. I think this
could be one medium to exchange information about
one’s culture in a positive way and expanding our way
of thinking, writing and communicating. Nowadays in
design, this is a need that you can’t just ignore. If you
are doing a corporate design, or catalogue design, most
of the things need to be done in multiple languages.
What was quite interesting about Hanzi Graphy,
not only the book, but also the exhibition, was that
a lot of Chinese, Japanese or Hong Kong people
started to look at their own writing systems in new
ways — Hanzi Graphy became a mirror. I’m not saying
that everything that I did was right but the work offers
a chance to for people to talk about it. I know that some
students became more interested and started to explore
their own writing systems by themselves. For me this

is the biggest game — to make people curious, to make
people interested and let them discover something that
they also want to try out. This is the best thing that
this exhibition and this book could do although this
was not my initial aim or goal. Hanzi Graphy started
only from my own curiosity and I didn’t know how
people would react to it.

Have you come across examples
of distinct languages and scripts
mixing together?

I think they do it quite a lot in Japan, in commercials or
product placements. In some cases, magazines with
Japanese titles are written in Latin letters. Somehow it is
strange because it doesn’t make sense when you read
them aloud. In my doctorate thesis, I looked at some
examples in which the spelling of a Japanese word
had been modified to look or sound more English or
German. In Hong Kong, there are some Chinese
candy shop brands that include the hiragana の in their
names. It is Japanese, but it doesn’t make sense.

I think I have seen that sometimes
as well.

Yes, this is what I observe a lot in Hong Kong, and
in Japan, with English and Latin letters. I went to
Lebanon last year and I think Lebanese people are
really mixing and blending it more actively than
any other nations I knew. For example they write in
Arabic, English and French. I think they are very brave
in mixing and matching, especially in graphic design.

Above: Aji Ichiban is a snack food
franchise in Hong Kong. Despite not having
any relation to Japan, the brand uses the
hiragana syllable to create a visual effect.
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Pronounced as ‘no’, the hiragana の is a
Japanese possessive marker.

Do you see yourself tackling
another language or writing system
in the future?

Maybe, I’m quite interested in Hangul but I’m not sure
whether I will get the chance to learn it.

Do you wish to see more graphic
designers enlightening different
language scripts?

The book’s name is Cultural Connectives
by Rana Abou Rjeily.

I think it is happening already. I have been getting
contacts from different people recently, asking for
collaborations on publications. When I went to Beirut
a year ago, I found a book which bridges Latin letters
and Arabic. When I went to India there was a group of
people making small booklets about their different
writing scripts. They show by calligraphic styles, the
different scripts and their identities. I think there is an
interest currently on this topic and it starts to flourish
more and more.

Now that you have created a typeface,
published books and had an exhibition
on Hanzi Graphy, what are you looking
forward to create next?

Right now, there’s this one book on Japanese typography
that I need to publish very soon. I have an ongoing
project on Tanaka Ikko, the grandmaster of Japanese
graphic design that I need to finish next March.
There are different things I’m currently working on.
I have three articles to finish within the next two

months, also about similar topics and I want to go
deeper into the study of the linguistics of writing.
I could also imagine working together with people
who are into different writing systems, whether
it’s a symposium or a book. So these are the plans I
have for the future.
This is my last year in Hong Kong and I will go back to
Germany in June. I will be working on my own for a
while doing research and so on. Maybe in a few years,
I’ll find a new destination to teach again. Maybe in
Asia again.

Have you thought of working in Japan?

Yes, that as well. On the other hand, I am interested in
countries where I don’t know so much about yet such
as Korea or Taiwan. But it is too early to think about it.

That is all the questions I have for you.
Thank you so much.

All the best for your thesis.
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Languagescape
Wildlands
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Languagescape Wildlands

If languages are well-planned and structured
languagescapes where we can easily traverse through,
there must also be spatial zones beyond these
boundaries, the outskirts where rules are in flux and
filled with dead, forgotten or unknown languages.
I call these areas the languagescape wildlands.

Ludwig Wittgenstein was a philosopher and
the author of Philosophical Investigations.

Often overlooked, languagescape wildlands are
hotbeds filled with potential and speculations of new
languagescapes emerging. As Ludwig Wittgenstein
states, “And to imagine a language means to imagine
a form of life.” Languagescape wildlands contain life
forms that are still evolving and not cultivated just yet.

Left: Kanji characters, together with their
individual parts and strokes, are used
to create a paint brush in Adobe Illustrator.
The resultant painting is a visual
exploration of a languagescape wildland.
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Homonym Investigation
Homonym Investigations explores the interweaving of
language systems among Mandarin Chinese, Japanese and
English. A considerable number of homonyms—words
with similar spelling and pronunciation, exist in the Japanese
language. These words are often distinguished in written
forms with kanji characters. Drawing upon this knowledge,
the project adopts this system to differentiate English
homonyms. The ensuing experimental language forms
contain both the semantic qualities of the English word
and Chinese radicals. Each component of this experimental
language form gives information on the word, similar
to diacritic marks. The project examines the feasibility of
writing and reading a form that is simultaneously equal
parts foreign yet understandable.

Written with a brush pen, the homonym
‘palm’, the inner surface of a hand, is
paired with the Chinese radical associated
with the hand — 手.

The homonym ‘palm’, the plant species, is
paired with the Chinese radical associated
with trees — 木.
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The homonym ‘carp’, to complain, is
paired with the Chinese radical associated
with the mouth — 口.

魚
The homonym ‘carp’, the fish, is paired
with the Chinese radical associated with
the fish — 魚.

口
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Limbolands
Limbolands are in-between composite spaces generated by
the assimilation of separate systems. Limbolands allow
movement of language materials to occur. It is a lounge area
for elements to ‘socialize’, a place filled with opportunities
of events that could happen. Such developments might occur
over time—in the case of new words or language appearing,
or one can maneuver situations to evoke immediate change.
Limbolands include small-scale project concepts executed
during this thesis. While they remain as sketches, they hold
promises for future developments.

Photographic blending of the word ‘bird’
in French, ‘oiseau’, and its corresponding
kanji character —鳥.
The photo is shot with a one second
exposure as images of the two words are
flickered back and forth.
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Below: Photographic blending of the
word ‘bird’ in French, ‘oiseau’, and its
corresponding kanji character —鳥.
Right: Photographic blending of the
word ‘bird’ in hiragana script —とりand its
corresponding kanji character —鳥.
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bright
The word ‘bright’ is laid on top of its
corresponding kanji character —輝.

as d
The word ‘sad’ is laid on top of its
corresponding kanji character —悲.
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Continuing from previous spread:
Characters from different language
scripts—Latin, Cyrillic, Korean,
Japanese and Chinese, are printed,
cut out and interweaved to visualize
a speculative languagescape.
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Transboundary
Languagescapes
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shiok
sabo
wah

Transboundary Languagescapes

Language systems surpass boundaries. They spread
across vast stretches of land and oceans, supporting
communication across physical distance and time.
They are not mutually exclusive — in addition to
our native spoken language, we can pick up other
languages should we choose to. If independent
systems can perform differently when their contexts
are substituted, what happens when dissimilar
language systems merge?
In Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner (1982), he envisioned
a society where its inhabitants speak a language that
is an amalgamation of different languages known
as ‘cityspeak’. A language such as this may seem
futuristic at the time of conception but it is a
phenomenon that is happening in the world today.

Nineteen Singlish terms are added to the
Oxford English Dictionary in its latest
update in May 2016. Three of them are
shown on the left.
Two articles on Singlish, published recently
in The New York Times and bbc News, are
included in the appendix.

The multicultural and multiethnic city-state of
Singapore creates an English based creole language
that combines an assortment of languages, dialects
and slangs from mainstream media. Known as
Singlish, its vocabulary consists of words with roots
in the four official languages of Singapore—English,
Malay, Mandarin Chinese and Tamil, as well as other
language dialects such as Teochew, Hokkien and
Cantonese. In conversations, English words—verbs,
noun, adjectives and so on, are often replaced with
their counterparts from diverse languages. A single
Singlish word also has the capability to transform
the context of the sentence. A fully functional and
feasible language system, achieved through the
integration of distinct language systems, Singlish is an
exemplary transboundary system. The context—in
this case, the culture of Singapore, has provided a new
governing rule to this evolved language system. As a
result, the structures of individual structures become
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Singlish Is Not English

malleable. Their elements—words from multiple
languages, are able to flow in and out of another.

Speaking, writing and reading Singlish is similar to
playing every instrument in an orchestra, without
formal training in any one. This is how I learnt Singlish.
There are no classes to teach this fascinating language.

Ludwig Wittgenstein states, “And is there not also the
case where we play and—make up the rules as we go
along? And there is even one where we alter them—as
we go along.” Our understanding of languagescapes
is constantly being updated.

The manner in which Singlish is spoken varies
from person to person. Singaporeans adapt instantly
to different contexts by customizing the language.
For example, an English sentence could follow the
grammar of Malay or Mandarin Chinese, hanzi,
phonetic translations of words in other languages and
even emojis are thrown into texts. To communicate
in Singlish is to communicate in an efficient manner,
no holds barred.
English speaking tourists and expatriates are often
baffled when exposed to Singlish. Some refer to it as
broken English. Singlish may be an English based
creole language, but it is not English. It intertwines all
languages and dialects of Singapore into one colorful
mix. To single out a language of Singlish is to reduce
its dimensionality.
Singlish is probably one of the few languages that
thrives by evolving and mixing — a reflection of
Singapore’s languagescape and unique identity.

Above: Hanzi characters with similar
phonetic syllables as English words are
used in a Singlish text message.
Opposite: A Singlish cafe signboard.
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Haiku Of Borrowed Words
Haiku Of Borrowed Words is a collection of short poems
crafted from English words whose etymologies come from
foreign languages. The collection reveals English as a
transboundary languagecape, not so different from Singlish.

Cover of Haiku Of Borrowed Words book.
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Each haiku poem and word definitions
are printed separately on two distinct
papers. The latter, printed on translucent
washi, overlays the poem, allowing
both definitions and poem to be read at
the same time or independently.
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Different Names For The Same Thing
This book explores the commonality between the printed
Latin alphabet a and its corresponding Japanese hiragana
script. The book can be read from left to right or vice versa,
revealing the fluidity of languages. Despite their distinctive
shapes, their manifestation on the printed page would not
have been possible without black ink, a full bleed black page
in the middle of the book—their shared heredity.

A microscopic Latin letter a on the cover
of Different Names For The Same Thing.
At this scale, both scripts are indiscernible.
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Portraits Of Unicode
Unicode is a standardized computing system that encrypts
all the characters of scripts in use today, allowing them
to be accurately represented across any digital interface.
This list of scripts is continually updated.
Data from Unicode Standard 6.0 is used by decodeunicode,
an independent non-profit project by the Department of
Communication Design at Hochschule Mainz, Germany, to
create a feature length film. Running slightly over two and
a half hours, it displays each one of the 109,242 characters
in rapid succession.
Portraits Of Unicode is a series of long exposure photographs
that capture these characters on screen. These photos of
characters of different scripts are then blended together in
Adobe Photoshop to produce the portraits.

Right: Portraits of Unicode, historic
Chinese, Japanese, Korean and Vietnamese
ideographs, and forms of Hangul syllables.
Below: Portraits of Unicode, Arabic and
alphabetic presentation forms.
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Maneuvering
Languagescapes
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Maneuvering Languagescapes

Whenever we travel to a foreign place, we observe
signs and symbols that are simultaneously evocative
yet unintelligible, and hear utterances that we are
unaccustomed to. We stand on the outside of these
language barriers with comprehension far from our
grasp. Instinctively we dismiss these unrecognizable
scripts and rely on translations in whichever language
we are most familiar—however inaccurate or misleading
they may be. Direct linguistic translation prefers one
audience to another and prevents us from discovering
our own affinity with new languages. It is also a luxury
that is not always readily available.
Wittgenstein states, “The confusions which occupy
us arise when language is like an engine idling, not
when it is doing work.” My thesis attempts to awaken
this idling engine and addresses how one can gain
access and navigate an unfamiliar languagescape
through graphic design.
The act of maneuvering is a powerful device.
By maneuvering contexts in which disparate language
systems work, or the same system in the case of
English, we exposed the adaptability aspect of systems.
The boundaries of contexts are perpetually being
redefined. We start to view languages differently.
The act of language maneuvering, by actors
in the performance piece A Beautiful Script,
is exhibited in these writings.

We maneuver across languagescapes consciously and
subconsciously. Jhumpa Lahiri states, “When I read
in Italian, I’m a more active reader, more involved, even
if less skilled.” Projects in my thesis involve various
magnitudes of maneuvering. In many of the works in
earlier section of this book, I knowingly maneuver
my audience like a guide would when trekking through
a dense forest. Here, the act of maneuver is most
evident by my audience and myself. They have a direct
hand in maneuvering through a languagescape.
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If
In print, languages’ deoxyribonucleic acid (dna) manifest
as the printer’s ink. This project investigates the shared
dna of printed languages, as explored in the previous work,
Different Names For The Same Thing. By maneuvering
the reader through a narrative that interweaves different
languages together, If unveils the journey of a black
dot’s transformation into a pink dot. The reader physically
maneuvers his or her interaction with the work by flipping
the pages or unraveling entire length of the accordion book.

Spread from the accordion book — a black
dot falls as snow and melts into the night
sky. The kanji character for snow, 雪, is
shown on the right, while that for star, 星,
is shown below.
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Spreads from the accordion book — a tree,
木, and a farm, 田, forms a fruit, 果.
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Spreads from the accordion book: the
journey of a black dot’s transformation
into a pink dot.
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Language is a labyrinth of paths. You
approach from one side and know your
way about; you approach the same
place from another side and no longer
know your way about.

In this web project, a letter of the quote is substituted with
other representations of the same letter when the user’s
cursor hovers over it. Each letter is a collection of its own
code words from the International Radiotelephony
Spelling Alphabet, also known as the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (nato) phonetic spelling, International
Phonetic Spelling and the phonetic spellings from different
dictionaries. With each maneuver, the user physically
changes the languagescape — the initial quote loses its form
and meaning. Yet at the same time, ambiguous words
begin to form, creating a new reading.

From previous spread: Initial form of
a quote by Ludwig Wittgenstein on the
website’s index page.
Right: Screenshot of website showing the
change from letter a to ‘america’.
On the side, an explanation is offered for
the substitution.
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Language Labyrinth
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Loveaenguage is a labyrineufchatelth of
peealfaths. You approach from one
sinterrogatoryde aend know
younitedrobert wapplesyoke about;
you approach teychengland same place
from another side anicaraguadee no
ɛloʊnger knovemberow your
Example of a new reading of the quote
created by the website.

This project took place over a three-day Graduate Visiting
Designers workshop with Luna Maurer of Moniker.
Participants were assigned the role of actors and divided
into smaller teams. Each team was tasked to create a
PeopleScript (a term coined by Luna Maurer) that would
instruct other actors to perform a set of actions.
The objective was to design a set of commands that could
be collectively executed, while acknowledging the fact
that every actor’s distinctive interpretation would affect
the outcome of the performance.
All performances took place in the risd Graphic Design
Commons gallery. Multiple cameras were set up within the
space to film the performances from various perspectives.
The actors, with the exception of each performance’s
scriptwriters, were unaware of what they were supposed
to do beforehand.

Right: Initial setup for the performance.
Actors were provided with papers, brushes
and ink.
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A Beautiful Script
with Hyein Jung & June Shin

A Beautiful Script capitalized on the collective language
backgrounds of actors to decipher a message:
We come from different places and speak different
languages. We make a beautiful script.
Words were translated into other languages, reproducing
the same sentences in a mixture of disparate languages.
This process was repeated three times to generate variations
of the same message. The occurrences of words in a
specific language corresponded to the number of actors who
understood that language. For example, Korean words
appeared more often as there were more Korean language
speakers among the actors. The variations of the message
were then recorded, one word at a time.
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Left: Actors were invited to approach the
stage setup to begin the performance.
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At the start of the performance, actors were invited to
approach the stage where sheets of papers were arranged
on tables with brushes and ink provided. They were given
three rules:
Use the brush and ink provided to write down what you hear.
Move and occupy the position of the person on your right
when you hear the beep.
Hold onto your brush and use it for the entire performance.
To begin, a recording of a word was played to the actors.
They then had a short interval of time to write down what
they had just heard. A beep at the end of this interval
signaled for them to change positions.

Right: An actor writing the first word.
Continuing from previous page and below:
A screenshot of an excel sheet used for
translating and planning the sequence of
words in different languages.
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The act of moving from one piece of paper to another
was an indication of the journeys the actors had taken to
come to risd — both across the country and continents.
The brushes that they held symbolized the language(s) they
brought with them.
At the end of the performance, actors were instructed to
put up their papers on a wall and decode what they had
written. Each variation of the message consisted of at least
a few English words so that every piece of paper would
have some meaning. This ensured that monolingual English
actors could read it as well.

From previous spreads: Progression
of performance as captured from an
overhead camera.
Left: Actors holding on to the same
brushes as they move towards different
pieces of paper.

The biggest takeaway from this project was the feedback
received. Knowing what languages their neighbors spoke
influenced the scripts some actors would write in.
According to James Chae, “As a bilingual speaker it was fun
to choose between the two languages I could identify in
the audio — Korean or English. Also, I was situated between
Wooksang and Bon hae, two native Korean speakers.
Suddenly, I found myself not only swayed by my own
personal ability to choose between two languages,
but also affected by my peers beside me who were trending
towards a Korean bias.”

Right: Actors putting up their writings.
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The outcome of the performance was slightly unexpected.
Due to the varying sizes and orientations of individuals’
handwritings, each paper was inscribed with a chaotic mix
of language scripts. While this hampered the decipherment,
the visuals were accurate representations of language
mixtures among the actors.
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Mary Yang, an actor who understood Mandarin Chinese,
initially wrote hanyu pinyin, the official romanization system
of hanzi characters, with tone markings for the Mandarin
Chinese words she heard. Subsequently, she would translate
them into English. After noticing the liberties other actors
were taking in their writing, she began to write down the
hanzi characters.
At the beginning of the performance, Jessica Huang, another
actor who understood Mandarin Chinese, would write what
she heard as accurately and objectively as possible — English
if the word was in English or hanzi character if the word was
in Mandarin Chinese. This changed in later rounds as English
words would be translated and written as a hanzi character
or the Arabic numeral ‘1’ for a word that sounded similar.
Llewellyn Hensley said, “As a monolingual person, I was
limited to understanding the English portions of the text
read during A Beautiful Script. I studied one year of Japanese
in high school, so after a few rounds I began to draw
hybrid, nonsensical characters, expressing my restricted
understanding of the words spoken.”
This performance demonstrated the complex language
maneuvering each actor performed for themselves as
well as for others — attempting to make sense of what they
heard, what was written before them and what to leave
behind for the next person. The collective language skills of
the actors were fully exhibited through this beautiful script.

Left: Collective scripts by actors.
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Il Cicerone
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Il Cicerone

Vivid connections between languages and graphic
design are often overlooked. I propose that graphic
designers become knowledgeable guides through
varied languagescapes. When harnessed, the collective
linguistic skills designers have can promote cultural
understanding and overcome language barriers.
My work merges images and sounds with gestures,
inviting my audience to navigate new languagescapes.
Simple acts of maneuvering: flipping a book of a
different binding or reading in a different direction
offer glimpses of another language user. Visuals of
type falling down a screen, while superimposed over
an image of kamikaze pilots, propose powerful design
solutions beyond mere subtitles.

Different script representations of the
word ‘human’ used in the film, Sakura.
English
Kanji/Hanzi
Hiragana
Katakana

human
人
ひと
ヒト

Sakura is a one-minute film response to a prompt by
Vinca Kruk of Metahaven during a three-day Graduate
Visiting Designers workshop. The objective is to offer a new
interpretation of a self-filmed footage via graphical means.
The film overlays photos of kamikaze pilots and the
destructions they caused over footage of cherry blossoms
filmed in Providence. Simultaneously, different script
representations of the word ‘human’ begin to fall down the
screen. They indicate the lives of different nationalities
lost in the war. The visual treatment of these fallen types
mimics the blossoming and fading of cherry blossoms.
A rendition of a Japanese military song Cherry Blossoms Of
The Same Season by Misora Hibari plays in the background.
Its lyrics, displayed as subtitles in the film, compare the lives
of soldiers to that of cherry blossoms.
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Sakura

Below: Opening scene of the film.
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Below: Selected still frames from the film
shown in sequence.
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Below: Song lyrics are shown as subtitles
on screen.
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Below: Final scene of the film.
Bottom right: Original Japanese lyrics of
song and its English translation.

While subtitles provides an easy understanding of the film,
the visuals draw a stronger association to its message — the
symbolic use of cherry blossoms to promote nationalism
and support for the Japanese military during World War ii.

You and I are,
cherry blossoms of the same season.
In the same military school garden
we blossom.

貴様と俺とは
同期の桜
同じ兵学校の
庭に咲く

Flowers that have blossomed
are prepared to fall.

咲いた花なら
散るのは覚悟

Let’s fall beautifully
for our country.
みごと散りましょう
国のため
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Highsmith is a
letter drawer,
teacher, author,
and graphic artist.
He has designed
dozens of original
typefaces and was
senior designer at
Font Bureau

Scripts & Their Audience
Interview with Cyrus Highsmith

Highsmith is a letter drawer, teacher, author, and graphic
artist. He has designed dozens of original typefaces and was
senior designer at Font Bureau for many years. He teaches
type design at Rhode Island School of Design. He wrote and
illustrated the acclaimed primer, Inside Paragraphs:
Typographic Fundamentals. In 2015, he received the Gerrit
Noordzij Prize for extraordinary contributions to the fields
of type design, typography, and type education. The same
year, he founded Occupant LLC, which includes both
Occupant Press and Occupant Fonts.
Occupant Press promotes Highsmith’s books, illustrations,
and limited-edition prints. Its first product was the alphabet
book, Apple Bear Cat, created for his daughter. Highsmith’s
illustrations have been licensed by Nike, alwayson.com, and
Urban Graphic. He has created two children’s books for the
Japanese publisher, Bunkeiduo. Galleries in North America
and Japan have exhibited his prints.
Highsmith’s typefaces are available from Occupant Fonts,
Occupant’s typographic division. His designs have won
awards from the Type Directors Club and AIGA, as well as in
international competitions. They have been selected
by designers at Ford Motor Company, Rolling Stone, The Wall
Street Journal, México’s El Universal, Martha Stewart Living,
and starwars.com.
His drawings, prints and sketches can be viewed on his
website, Cyrumblr (http://cyrushighsmith.tumblr.com/).
Images shown in this interview are taken with permission
from this website.
The following text is an edited transcript of the interview
that took place on March 7, 2016.
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Below: The kanji characters for Tokyo,
literally east, 東, capital, 京.

I understand that you are working with
a Japanese type design company
recently. Could you describe your role?

Well with that company, I worked with them as an
advisor for the Latin alphabet and I’m working on some
specific projects with them to develop Latin designs
to work with some of their specific Japanese designs.

Do you have any knowledge of the
Japanese language?

No. I can read it a tiny bit and speak it a tiny tiny bit
because I spent a lot of time in Japan. But no, I’m not
fluent in it or literate by any means.

Did it occur to you to pick up the
language first?

Well, yeah that would be nice but that’s not how it
worked. These opportunities came up so I took them.
And I’m learning as I go.

Did the company provide any language
training or opportunities for you
to learn about Japanese culture?

Well, my role is more on the Latin side of it, so it’s really
a collaboration. I bring my expertise as a Latin designer
and I talk to their designer whose expertise is Japanese
design. So we both bring our knowledge together.

Could you describe that process?

The Japanese typeface always contains a Latin typeface.
It’s part of it. They have some existing Latins that I
have consulted on how to improve them and I’m helping
them develop new ones based on my own designs.
So in that case, they are developing their designs in
kanji and kana. Based on what I learnt about that, I
propose a Latin design that I think is compatible with it
and we try to figure out how to make them compatible.

How do you determine compatibility?
Do you look purely at the forms of the
characters?

Well, yes and no. Because one, I ask what the
Japanese design is for — if it’s for large point sizes
in display or if it’s for text, and how they would
describe its personality — is it conservative or is it
very contemporary, is it for newspaper or is it for
magazine, all these. I try to learn as much about how
they see the design and its personality and try to
figure out how to create a Latin design with a similar
personality, and hopefully fairly compatible forms.
But the two writing systems are quite different. If you
have Japanese textface and you took those characteristics
and put them on the Latin alphabet, it wouldn’t look
like a very good textface. And the other way around,
you can’t put serifs on kana and kanji and have them
look like a normal readable textface to a Japanese reader.
So it’s a balancing act. Other things to consider then
are the dimensions of the two alphabets. How do they
line up with each other? Are the weights the same on
the page or are they different. Japanese doesn’t really
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Opposite: Drawing of the kanji character
for black.
Below: The kanji for fire —火, and a drawing
of the word itself.

have case like we have in Latin, so how do you size the
two cases of Latin to go well with the Japanese. How do
you get the baseline to line up? We have the baseline in
Latin, not really the same concept — there’s a centerline
in Japanese but not really a baseline for the characters
to line up on. So there are all sorts of things you try to
figure out, like how can we get these two things to
work well together? It’s a very specific thing.
The Latin typeface that’s designed to work within the
Japanese text, for just a couple of words, is a very
specific design. And a very specific use. So I approach
it differently than I might a Latin design, designed to
be set next to Japanese, like in a bilingual document.
That would be a different design. And then a Latin
for just setting Latin type, not just English, but any
other languages you can set with Latin alphabet
will be potentially another different design. Hopefully
they can all look similar, potentially, but they would
or might all be optimized for those different kinds of
settings. For example for the Latin that goes with the
Japanese, we call it, it’s a funny word—

Romaji refers to the romanization of the
Japanese language. When written in
Japanese, it literally means ‘roman letters’.

make it a little bit more specific. So we’re calling that
design, the Latinji. For example, for the Latinji, in some
designs it might make sense for that to have a higher
x-height than normal so the difference between the caps
and the lower case is less pronounced, and it blends
in better with the kanji and the kana. Whereas if you’re
setting it by itself, you could have the x-height be
a little bit lower because that might look a bit more
conventional for a Latin reader. So there are all
sorts of characteristics and dimensions that you might
tweak to get them to work together.

How do you communicate with the
designers if you do not speak Japanese?

Well we have interpreters.

Would you say they are reliable?
Have you been in situations where the
interpreters could not convey an idea
or message?

Romaji?

We call it Latinji. We don’t call it romaji because romaji
means just the alphabet. So Latinji…

This is the first time I have heard of it.

I know, we invented it because we needed a term that
specifically meant the Latin design to go with the
Japanese. So it’s a very specific word as opposed to just
the Roman alphabet. That’s broader. We needed to

Well, yeah I mean, that’s a good question because
there are a lot of technical terms we use that are very
specialized. So the interpreters had to learn the
vocabulary that is very specific. I have worked with
some interpreters whom I worked really well with.
I could tell by the questions that I was getting back and
by what I was seeing that they were translating what
I was saying really well. Others, no, I got the feeling
that this isn’t working quite as smoothly. It’s tricky.
We couldn’t do it without interpreters because I don’t
speak Japanese and most of the Japanese type designers
don’t speak English either.
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In terms of the technical language, are
there a lot of differences or similarities?

There are a lot of similarities. Because we, I mean they are
similar software, so we’re using vector based drawing.

Are they using Robofont as well?

In Japan? No. They have their own proprietary software
that they use. Some of the terms like x-height, for
example, that’s very specific to Latin or baseline, that’s
more specific to Latin, those in a sense, are easier to
translate because they could just use the English word
for them usually. Other ones get more technical, like
the em, e–m, that is something that type designers deal
with a lot. I wasn’t sure if that was hard to translate, but
they knew exactly what I meant because that concept
and term is in use, I don’t know how it’s translated,
but it’s used in Japanese type design too. So this gets
more technical than you want, maybe, but we talk
about units per em, “What’s the upem you’re drawing
on?” That was very easy to convey. Where it gets
trickier is some of the more abstract concepts like the
way I talk about shape and things like that…because
they are more abstract and more idiosyncratic to my
own approach to drawing.

Above: Hiragana syllable ‘a’.
Opposite: Kanji for water —水, and a
drawing of a water droplet.

Is the difference due to the fact that
the Latin alphabet is more concerned
with counter spaces and the shapes
of the letters, whereas the strokes are
more important for the Japanese
characters? I know for kanji, there is
always an invisible square that
contains a character.

Right, so the spacing is more fixed in kanji and kana,
usually. There’s a different approach to spacing and
my own approach to drawing letters is based around
drawing white shapes. And that is, I didn’t invent it
or anything, but it’s fairly specific to my way of teaching
and my way of designing. That’s something that needs
to get more or less translated anytime I talk to someone
about drawing letters. It needs to get an additional level
of translation, maybe, when I’m speaking to designers
in Japan because that is somewhat more novel, I think,
in my experience.

Novel in what sense?

Novel in the sense that the designers I have worked
with, and I want to make sure that I’m talking about
my specific experience and not trying to make
generalization about type design in Japan or in the West.
But the designers I’ve worked with, in my experience,
tend to approach type design thinking about the
skeleton of the letters — the underline structure, which
make sense, I understand that and we have that
concept of course in Western type design too. But as I
said, my approach is based around the white shapes,
so it’s a slightly different way of thinking about letters
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Below: Two characters of a hiragana
typeface design by Cyrus Highsmith.

and analyzing the letters. That has been the most
challenging thing to communicate. It’s challenging to
communicate in English too.

there’s kanji, then there’s little hiragana that explains
how to pronounce them. So I thought, well that’s also
maybe a good place for me to start. I’ll start as if I’m a
child. And I did a children’s book in hiragana, that’s all
lettering. So I wrote that all. I had to learn the strokes
and how to do that writing and I got a lot of input from
my colleagues in Japan and corrections when I got it
wrong. But I got to. My daughter is seven now, when
I was working on that book, she was six. So she’s
learning how to read Latin and I was about the same
level, I’m learning the letters, tracing them.

I was looking at your website and
came across this image where you’ve
designed a hiragana typeface.
Were you designing it as an interest?

Yeah, I mean to learn. That’s based on a Latin
design called Gasket. It’s a new typeface I’ve developed
and I thought that it would make an interesting
Japanese design.

Could you briefly describe how that
project came about?

Were you looking again at the forms of
the characters when designing this?

I’m mostly looking at the forms, I can’t remember how
those two are pronounced. I started with kana because
the character set is a little more manageable. And the
forms are a little bit simpler, and if you look at Japanese
kanji, hiragana and katakana, they have these three,
in terms of their development and their evolution,
hiragana is kind of in the middle. There’s kanji and
hiragana kind of evolved from that. Katakana kind
of evolved from that. You can’t really draw straight
lines between them all, but I thought, “Well, maybe
I’ll start in the middle and then I can work my way
out.” Not necessarily the right way to do it but it made
sense to me.
The other reason I started with hiragana is that that’s
what children learn to read at first in Japan. If you
look at children book, they tend to be in hiragana. Or if

Above: Katakana syllable ‘ra’.

Well I did a book called Apple Bear Cat and that was
an alphabet book I made for my daughter and I published
it here about the Latin alphabet. She was learning her
ABCs so I made her this book, published it and that was
picked up by a publisher in Japan — Bunkeido, so we
published a Japanese version too, still about the Latin
alphabet but for children to learn English. We changed
a couple of the drawings to make them more clear for
that audience and we added some texts. In the English
version, the original version, it just has the letter A and
an apple. In the Japanese version, we added, “A is
for apple” so it’s extra clear for everyone if you’re not
as fluent in English, just to make sure. This was the
follow-up, this is a hiragana book. Similar things — on
each page you have the hiragana character, we start
with the vowels and we have usually an animal of
some kind and an adjective — happy rabbit, angry dog,
smiling python. I had someone wrote it with me.
My colleague, Hiroko Sakomura, who’s my agent in
Japan, came up with the text. For each character,
she came up with a bunch of adjectives you can use,
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The Japanese language uses the two
syllabic kana scripts, kanji characters
adopted from the Chinese script as
well as the Latin alphabet. Since I
understand Mandarin Chinese and
hanzi, I could guess the meaning
of some Japanese phrases simply by
looking at the kanji characters. I am
very fascinated by the fact three
different scripts could work together
in a single language. Having been
exposed to the different scripts of the
Japanese language, what are your
opinions on that?

and here’s a bunch of animals, and then I picked
the one I thought would be fun to draw and we came
up with that.

Have you thought of designing or
using a typeface for the book instead
of having the hand lettering?

Well, I like the hand lettering because I think it goes
well with the drawings. We could have used a typeface
but as the illustrator of the book, that was the decision
I made. We might develop that lettering into a typeface.
That would be interesting.

Do you see a sequel to that? Maybe a
simple kanji and…

Well what we are thinking of next is to do a book
about counting. Doing the counters, as you know
probably, in Japanese…

Oh! The different counters for
different nouns!

Exactly. Which is, I find it a little perplexing. We’re
working on that, and then we will try to do a book
about katakana.

Top right: Hiragana syllable ‘i’.
Opposite: Hiragana syllable ‘mo’.

Yeah, it seems incredibly complicated. As an outsider,
it’s beautiful. All the different scripts working together
and it’s interesting. I’ve heard that, I don’t know if
there’s a movement, but some people in Japan say, “Well,
maybe we should just get rid kanji.” I don’t know if a
movement might be too strong a word, but every once
in awhile I think it’s discussed. It would be easier for
everyone to become literate and if we didn’t have kanji.
I don’t think it’s going to happen, I think people are
very attached to it. But yeah, I couldn’t help but wonder
that myself. You could get rid of them, you know, one
of them. It’s interesting that I didn’t realize at first that
katakana and hiragana represent exactly the same set
of sounds. That duplication to me is really interesting.
I understand that they are used for different things,
so that’s really interesting. And I‘ve heard it described
a little bit as using roman and an italic. You set certain
things in italic and set certain things in roman. I think
it’s a little bit stricter, the rules for those things. But
that’s really interesting. And then I think it’s so cool to
have a writing system that you can write vertically
or horizontally. I find it really interesting that some
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Opposite: Hiragana syllable ‘e’.
Below: Kanji for soil, 土.

books open left to right, some right to left. I kind of
understand when the difference is, but also I don’t.
I’ve asked people about it and they’ve said, “Oh, well
this is just supposed to open that way because that’s
how it’s done.” And that’s fine. I mean all cultures have
those things. I don’t expect there to always be a real
logical reason. Magazine usually opens…

I think magazine opens just like how…

We would in the West. But not all of them. And comics
books don’t. Comic books go the other way right?

Yes that’s right.

Yes! I know those characters! I was reading a book,
Dark Forest, the Chinese science fiction novel, I read
it in English of course, but I recognize the character for
forest in the copyright page. That was really kind of neat.

Once you start to recognize some of it,
they somehow just click.

Yeah.

Besides the Japanese language, have
you seen or heard of any successful
mixing of writing systems.

As well as novels.

Yeah, so that’s really interesting. And I’ve noticed,
talking with people, sometimes there’s a lot of
discussions like “How do you write that?” or “How do
you pronounce that?” or “How do you spell that?”
Whereas in English speaking world, “Well, that’s that.”
Being literate seems to have much more of a direct
relationship or something between these things. But
there’s more discussion—“I don’t know that character,
what is that character,” and people do the writing
gestures with their hands. Yeah, it’s very different.
It’s very interesting.
I was at an airport and there was a flight leaving for
Beijing and I think I read the kanji for Beijing and I
think they meant North Capital.

Well there are a lot of people working on stuff like this
now, the type program at the University of Reading, in
England, their curriculum is based around multi-script
type design. They usually focus more on Latin, Indic
scripts, Greek and Cyrillic and things like that. This is a
really hot topic right now. Thirty years ago, forty years
ago, the progressive approach to type design in the
non-Latin world was to Latinize their scripts. To take
Greek and make it look more like the Latin alphabet,
to take Arabic and make it look more like Latin. And that
came from a little bit the outside but also from the
inside. And that was, as I’ve said, the progressive way
of thinking. Now it’s the opposite. The designers of
those scripts think it should look like Greek and they
should go back to the roots of Greek, or Arabic or
wherever they come from and they shouldn’t try to
force them into the structure of Latin. So then it
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becomes an interesting design challenge. How do
you design a single typeface series that works in Arabic,
Hebrew, Cyrillic, Latin, Greek and maybe Hangul,
Chinese or Japanese, these world fonts? It’s intense.
I don’t think there’s one right way to do it. I think
some cases it might make sense to try to homogenized
things. In other cases, it’s going to make more sense to
let them all be different. It’s a complicated thing to do
though. It’s probably, in the history of type design and
typography, fairly new. We’ve had Bodoni, for example,
cutting Arabic typefaces. So it’s not that there’s
never been any cross over between designers and writing
systems. It’s been around for a long time, but the
way it’s happening now and to the extent it’s happening
now is new. People ask a lot like how much does
technology change type design — it’s really not that
much, not in any significant ways. It may change
how you do things but in terms of the design, it doesn’t
have that big of an impact. But this phenomenon of
multi-script typefaces, that is something that I think
is affecting and will affect profoundly how we design
typefaces potentially. And that is kind of neat, I don’t
know how it will and it won’t be in one single way,
but this will have an impact on type design.

Have you traveled to countries
where you were unable to understand
the language or writing systems?

Yeah.
Opposite: Print of buildings with a Japanese
signboard of a cleaning company.

How did you navigate yourself in
that environment?

In Japan, it is easy because I could just use my phone,
you know, little pocket Wi-Fi Internet thing. So with
the maps, you can get around. I’ve been to Egypt
and it was more difficult but also, there was not much
typography in the environment. In Japan, you see
the writing system everywhere. It’s also very graphic
in Japan, a lot of pictures to look at, which I really like
that. In Cairo, though, I don’t speak Arabic, I don’t read
Arabic, but I also don’t see a lot of Arabic, compared
to Japan, or compared to here. You don’t have as many
signs and things everywhere. Obviously there are still
signs in Arabic but you are not confronted with it as
much. But it’s very difficult. I’ve spoken with friends
of mine who speak three or four, five languages and then
they get to a language like Greek, for example, that
doesn’t use Latin alphabet and that slows them down,
they have never had so much trouble learning any
another language until the writing system change.
And if you travel in Europe, I speak Spanish, so I
speak a Latin language and I speak English obviously,
and I could speak a little bit of German and a little bit
of Dutch. And that means I can translate a lot of stuff
that I see as a tourist. I think I could decrypt it. I can’t
read it but I can decrypt what I need. Then of course in
Europe, almost anyone speaks a little bit of English;
it’s an international language. But in Japan, I’ve been in
situations where no one spoke English and everything
was in Japanese. So there’s a lot of pointing and drawing,
I’ll draw the thing that I’m looking for and everyone’s
a good sport. It’s very difficult. It’s fun. It’s an adventure.
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What do you think of direct linguistic
translations? There are times when I
think translations are biased. If you
are in Europe and somehow the only
translation is in Chinese, then you
would not be able to navigate your way
around. Part of my thesis exploration
is to find visual methods to get around
these translations and allow my
audience, regardless mother tongue, to
attain a degree of understanding when
faced with an unfamiliar language.

Well, good luck. I mean at this point, English is the most
global language, and I don’t mean it in an Imperialistic
way. In Europe, for example, as I understand, the train
systems, the inter-country train systems, the controllers
and the engineers all speak English to each other
because that’s the language that everyone is going to
have in common. A hundred years ago, it would have
been French. But when you start going outside of that,
then it gets trickier. Chinese, there are a lot of Chinese
speakers, so that might make sense for the other
international language. But I don’t know.

Looking at other lettering and prints.

Yeah, those I’m learning. So I’m copying them down
and writing them. But yeah, I’ve done prints and things
like that. People like them, I think. I get funny feedback
like, “You put that shape there and that stroke in a really
funny way.” I mean it’s cartoony lettering though, you
know what I mean. There’s a big margin of error.

I find them interesting. I often use kana
scripts, kanji or hanzi characters in my
work. However, these different scripts
often construct a language barrier that
alienates my audience. As a result,
the feedback I received had not always
been positive. I have been struggling
to make the work more relatable and
less intimidating.

Well I think you got to somehow put it in front of
the right audience. I made this for a Japanese audience
so they can read that, and most of that audience
knows enough English to know what “yum” means,
like “mmm”.

Referring to a print on Cyrus’ website.
True.
Center: Hiragana characters that spell
out ‘oishii’, delicious.

Oishii. I made it just for fun. I had some little gifts that
I gave. I brought some candies from Rhode Island so I
stamped it on the backs. If you scroll through, you’d see
that I do a lot of lettering in Japanese. I like to do it. It’s
usually more cartoony, because I like the forms. And I
get pretty good feedback on them, to be honest.

I think you got to think about that. It’s super important.
You have to keep in mind who the audience is. If you
don’t know who the audience is then there’s no way
to evaluate it. That’s how typefaces work — what are
they designed to do, what kind of document are they
supposed to work in. If you don’t know that, then
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there’s no way to finish them, no way to figure out
if they are good or not. It’s the same with any kind of
art or design. It got to have an audience. If it doesn’t,
then fine. Then it’s just an experiment. It’s just playing
around with forms, which is fine. You could play
around with forms, that’s fine. Or maybe you designed
it in a way that teaches people what that means.
That can be the goal. Maybe it’s an educational thing.

All right, I think that’s all I needed.
Thank you so much.

Good luck, you’re welcomed.

Opposite: Kanji character for white —白.
All images of sketches, prints, and type
designs by Cyrus Highsmith. Images taken
with permission from his website.
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Conclusion

Opposite, bottom: Square Word Calligraphy
rendering of the words —‘men’, ‘nursery’
and ‘women’.

Opposite, middle: An example of a word
typeset in Hinglish Project typeface.

Opposite, top: Kashida-latin font.

As our world becomes globally interconnected, the
need for graphic design to address language acquisition
will grow. Evidence of this shift is apparent as
designers from different parts of the world blend
languages together, creating solutions to make
their language more approachable. Hangulatin is a type
system designed by Anita Jürgeleit that arranges
the Latin alphabet in the same configuration of Hangul
characters for the German language. Xu Bing’s
Square Word Calligraphy rewrites the Latin alphabet
with the verisimilitude of hanzi character strokes,
creating forms that resemble hanzi characters yet
continue to be read as English words. The Hinglish
Project, by Shirin Johari, is a typeface that overlays a
Latin letter over its corresponding Hindi character.
Likewise, in Cultural Connectives, Rana Abou Rjeily
unites Arabic and Latin scripts through a family
of typefaces she designed. In addition, the features of
Arabic and Latin letterforms are inverted in Yara
Khoury and Melle Hammer’s Kashida-arabic and
Kashida-latin three-dimensional fonts. Finally,
with Unicode, all characters of scripts in use today are
encrypted via a standardized computing system,
allowing them to be accurately represented across any
digital interface.
My thesis demonstrates that languagescapes can be
designed to promote understanding. While the current
work largely examines the languages and scripts of
Mandarin Chinese, Japanese and English, I anticipate
further explorations and outcomes that confront and
traverse multiple languagescapes.
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Appendix: Maneuvering Through
Language Complexities Within Southeast Asia
A grant proposal written for RISD’s
Graduate Studies Grant 2016.
This research looks at how local language landscapes
in Cambodia, Thailand and Myanmar are reshaped by
external influences, particularly tourism. Instances
of language mixing will be extensively documented
and utilized to create a graphic system that allows
for some level of understanding of local languages
without translations.
To maneuver is to design. As a multilingual graphic
designer, I maneuver across different language systems.
By sampling, analyzing, switching their applications
and contexts, challenging their functions, and
overlaying other visual systems over them, I attempt
to create graphic solutions that allow my audience
to grasp a degree of comprehension when faced with
an entirely unfamiliar language.
My work stems from a deep interest in the blending
of Latin and non-Latin scripts, having been raised
in Singapore where the lingua franca is an actively
evolving and boundary-defying entity — Singlish.
Yet, the four official languages of Singapore remain
disconnected from one another on street signage for
they merely display translations of the same content.
This results in large clunky signage that takes up
additional space. My work challenges the necessity of
translations, which prefer one audience to another.
It endeavors to create solutions that eliminate this
biasness so comprehension is attainable regardless
of one’s spoken language. More importantly, my work
invites the audience to become an active participant
rather than a passive reader.
This grant expands my thesis by widening my
exposure to languages that employ non-Latin scripts.
I will document my travel to cities within the
Southeast Asian (SEA) region — Yangon, Bangkok, and
Siem Reap and Phnom Penh in Cambodia. In spite of

its physical size — the entire region is less than
half the size of the United States of America, a wide
variety of languages and scripts can be found.
The cities’ close proximities to each other allow me to
cover them within a short time. They are selected due
to their similarities and differences in historical and
cultural influences on their respective languages.
While all three scripts are said to be derivatives of
ancient Brahmi script from South India, they have
diverged into independent languages and writing
systems. Despite English not being the main language
of communication, these cities are popular tourist
destinations that create environments where
multilingual and multi-cultural interactions
are commonplace.
I am interested in the co-mingling of languages — how
has the local language transformed or adapted to the
needs of an international audience and vice versa. I will
film and photograph multilingual wayfinding signs
and other graphic visuals. They will be examined for
any signs of design maneuvers that facilitate certain
degree of understanding of the local language. This will
be evaluated by the amount of information I can grasp
without translations. The awareness of the local culture
and language is crucial to the design process. Thus, I
will interview both locals and tourists to find out how
each group interacts with the different languages
in these places.
Singapore will be used as a base of operation for this
project. Strategically located within the SEA region, it
boasts high availability of budget airlines and access
to scholars and resources on linguistic and cultural
studies of the region.
This skill provides the language landscape for me to
maneuver through to create the final deliverables.

Depending on the materials, they will be a series of
redesigned signage systems or forms that enable
universal understanding of a country’s language through
graphic interactions, as manifested in my work —2014.
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Appendix: Do You Speak Singlish?

By Gwee Li Sui. The New York Times.
The Opinion Pages, Op-Ed Contributor.
May 13, 2016
SINGAPORE — Is the government’s war on Singlish finally
over? Our wacky, singsong creole may seem like the
poor cousin to the island’s four official languages, but
years of state efforts to quash it have only made it
flourish. Now even politicians and officials are using it.
Trending at the moment is “ownself check ownself,”
which was popularized by Pritam Singh, a member
of Parliament from the opposition Workers’ Party. He
was mocking the ruling People’s Action Party (P.A.P.)
for saying that the government was clean and honest
enough to act as its own guardian.
Singlish is a patchwork patois of Singapore’s state
languages — English, Malay, Mandarin and Tamil — as
well as Hokkien, Cantonese, Bengali and a few other
tongues. Its syntax is drawn partly from Chinese, partly
from South Asian languages.
“Steady poon pee pee,” from the Hokkien, means to be
so poised as to deserve an admiring whistle. A snooty
person is “yaya papaya”: with yaya perhaps originating
from yang-yang (god of gods in ancient Malay) or
jâjâ (father in old Javanese), and the “papaya” thrown
in for the derisive rhyme. “Blur like sotong” means
to be clueless: Sotong is Malay for squid.
Singlish is nimble, practical and dynamic — everyone
who speaks it shapes it. Which may explain why, after
emerging from obscurity half a century ago like an
accidental byproduct of decolonization, over the years
it has become Singapore’s most political language.
During British colonial times, English was the language
of administration, while street talk was carried out in
pasar Malay, or market Malay. English continued to be
the preferred means of instruction and governance

even after the island became fully independent in 1965,
partly because its global currency seemed to advance
the young government’s modernization agenda.
All of Singapore’s citizens had to learn English, and also
Malay, Mandarin or Tamil. In particular, the government
took nation-building to mean harmonizing what
was spoken by the ethnic Chinese, a majority of the
population. From 1979, the authorities aggressively
pursued the Speak Mandarin Campaign, requiring every
ethnic Chinese to abandon other forms of Chinese,
like Hokkien, Teochew, Cantonese and Hakka.
But the more the state pushed its purist bilingual
policy, the more the territory’s languages met and
mingled in Singlish. Through playful, day-to-day
conversations, the unofficial composite quickly became
a formidable cultural phenomenon. Sylvia Toh Paik
Choo’s humor books celebrating Singlish in the
1980s —“Eh, Goondu!” (“Hey, Stupid!”) and “Lagi
Goondu!” (“Even More Stupid!”) — were rare national
bestsellers and the defining books of the era.
The trend worried the government. State ministers,
rather than re-examining pedagogy in schools, began
blaming Singlish for declining English standards.
The government also saw it as insular and inhospitable
to foreigners, and therefore bad for business.
In 1999, the country’s late great statesman Lee Kuan Yew
declared Singlish “a handicap we must not wish on
Singaporeans.” The next year, the government rolled
out the Speak Good English Movement.
Singlish, now an enemy of the state, went underground.
But unlike the beleaguered Chinese dialects, it had
a trump card: It could connect speakers across ethnic
and socioeconomic divides like no other tongue could.

And in the eyes of the young, continued criticism by
the state made it the language of cool.
Colin Goh and Woo Yen Yen’s “The Coxford Singlish
Dictionary” was first published in 2002, and has
sold over 30,000 copies. (“Coxford” is a portmanteau
combining “talk cock,” Singlish for nonsense,
and “Oxford.”) Singlish’s status grew so powerful
that the Chinese dialects took refuge in it to
re-seed themselves.
The government’s war on Singlish was doomed from
the start: Even state institutions and officials have
nourished it, if inadvertently. The compulsory national
service, which brings together male Singaporeans
from all walks of life, has only underlined that Singlish
is the natural lingua franca of the grunts. The tourism
board can’t help but showcase it as one of Singapore’s
few unique cultural creations.
In his annual national address in 2006, Prime Minister
Lee Hsien Loong made a precious contribution to the
lexicon. Hoping to one-up a podcast mocking the P.A.P.
that involves an argument over whether a noodle
dish contains pork liver — it’s a long story — Mr. Lee
mentioned another popular noodle dish, mee siam,
without cockles (“mee siam mai hum”). But mee siam
never has cockles, and Mr. Lee’s blunder happily
became Singlish for being out of touch.
Singlish seems to thrive on codifying political
resistance. To flip-flop on policy matters is to prata,
after the South Indian pancake made by flipping
dough on a hot plate, another favorite Singaporean
dish. To politicize is to “politisai,” and classic
Singlish, with its lazy end-consonant and dirty pun:
“Sai” is vulgar slang for feces in Hokkien.

Finally grasping that this language is irrepressible, our
leaders have begun to use it publicly in recent years,
often in strategic attempts to connect with the masses.
During a naturalization ceremony in 2012, as Mr. Lee
was encouraging the new citizens to integrate, he
conceded, “and if you can understand Singlish, so
much the better.” (He should know.)
At a rally during last year’s campaign for the general
election, the P.A.P. leader Teo Ser Luck promised voters
a new bus station, afterschool care centers, facilities
for the elderly and more. But only “when we are voted
in, ah!,” he warned with a smile, because “LIU LIAN
BO BAO JIAK!” No guarantee of durians to eat!
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